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Description
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) modelling allows specifying how a digital
content can be used. The IPR management systems can be classified in
Digital Rights Management (DRM) systems allowing to control ‘all’ the
possible different uses of a digital content (e.g. distribution, enhancement,
adaptation) and Conditional Access Systems (CAS) allowing to control only
the access to the digital resource that is provided with some encryption.
Those solutions are typically suitable to address the digital content distribution and commerce and less suitable for managing cultural heritage content
and IPR. To this end, in ECLAP a model and tools have been defined, while
starting from the conceptual and legal aspects inherited from IPR, DRM
standards such as MPEG-21 and ODRL.
In this poster we describe the system adopted in the European Collected Library of Artistic Performance, ECLAP, to manage, publish and distribute
digital content taking into account the problems connected to the IPR of cultural heritage cross media content on Performing Arts domain, [1]. The
model and solution adopted can be applied to a large range of cultural content, also in relationship with Europeana galaxy of content. According to
ECLAP workflow, metadata sets are sent to Europeana only after that: i)
they have been enriched and linked to a reachable digital resource; ii) when
the IPR issues have been correctly defined. Therefore, a suitable workflow
for metadata ingestion, quality improvement, metadata enrichment, and IPR
solution have been set up and put in place.
The main problems related to the IPR management in ECLAP, as well as in
many cultural heritage communities playing the role of content aggregator
and content providers, are: i) inconsistent rights with respect to the objects;
ii) definition of coherent IPR Models according to the contract and right
owned; iii) Application of IPR Models and enforcement of them on the distribution portal and towards Europeana; iv) IPR Model's Additional Conditions such as: student access, different access for devices, time, location,
etc.
The main aim of IPR model and wizard was to help Content Partners (CPs)
to avoid the production of associated permissions and right models to objects that would be incoherent in terms of: conflicts among rights, incoherent rights and contract, conflict among rights and what is defined in the Europeana rights. Moreover, the inconsistencies can be due to the definition of
limitations that cannot be enforced to a given context and/or that are not legally valid. Given the diversity of CPs and of the related needs on their contents, a general and flexible IPR model. The IPR model proposed contains at
least: a model name, a description, a permission set, a license, a publisher,
additional conditions, a reference to the content partners license page, etc. In
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ECLAP, many different set of permissions on the contents are available and
take into account both ECLAP Content Providers’ needs, user’s roles and
profiles. Permissions managed on the ECLAP can be referred to the following aspects: i) access to the content; ii) user device; iii) content resolution;
iv) user kind.
An IPR Wizard, to guide the CPs on assigning permissions on their contents
has been realized, and it is largely used by more than 35 partners in Europe.
As of January 2013 there are in use 100 IPR models, 30 are restrictive not
public models while 19 are public models over 170000 contents. The IPR
Wizard models and tools are used as a basis of IPR solutions on other portals [3].
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Fig. 1. ECLAP Content and IPR information.
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